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TORTURE OF THE FEMALE ORGAN 
 

Various nations will openly permit the torture of the female sexual organ. 

Could there be a doctor who will perform their version of female circumcision 

as if a female has the same organs as given to a male? Nowhere in Scripture 

is this degrading way given within. From a more in-depth seeing, there is a 

real way to see that women will take on the procedure as a plan that will give 

them the position as a woman. And it’s a plan that will generally have ways 

to be provided by the older women of the gathering. The pain that 

accompanies the cutting can be covered in a plan to prepare to be perceived 

as honored. What is the main reason for this act? This is a ritual masked as 

power. It’s a way to gain a plan of joining with their option of deity. Whatever 

lives within that woman that hinders her as a woman within her mental and 

dealings of social engagement will seem to be released within this archaic 

act. A binding covenant is produced. And whatever plan is connected, it joins 

to the person’s spirit as a ruling agent. It’s just like a person wearing a ring 

that is given ritual ways and will bond a person with the symbol carved into 

that ring. A bond in the person’s spirit gives covenant joining within to what 

plan they turn to within to enter with wearing the ring. And with the cutting of 

the human female genitals, there is a covenant within that will join them with 

their given culture. 

  

Is it worth it, joining with a cultural act that brings pain and many levels of 

health issues? Is it worth having complex healings to deal with, not 

guaranteed that it will fully heal? It doesn’t take you into sin-filled ways as 

certain cult dealings. Various spiritual influences can bring a hindering 

covenant in spiritual transactions that will carry a heavier weight that cannot 

be maintained by joining any culture. Be careful; the female organ brings a 

pleasurable sexual release, with healing in the marriage bed. Taking this 

healthy release from the woman is to bring her into lower dealings in married 

ways. Touching the female in private ways when love in the Great King Jesus 

leads, will get her to levels of enjoying the right of being a woman. This form 
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of touching your spouse is God’s will. And there is no dishonor with being a 

woman when fully being enabled to have deep sexual release through her 

female organ within Yahweh’s plan. Amen. 


